Eicosatetraynoic and arachidonic acid-induced changes in cell membrane fluidity consonant with differences in computer-aided design-structures.
ETYA (5,8,11,14-eicosatetraynoic acid), a competitive analogue of arachidonic acid (AA), inhibits the proliferation of U937 (human monoblastoid) and PC3 (human prostate) cancer cells, without the overt cytotoxicity associated with AA at similar concentrations. The mechanism of inhibition is not established. ETYA at 100 microM acutely increased whole cell and isolated microsomal membrane fluidity of both cell lines to a greater extent than arachidonic acid. PC3 cells incubated with ETYA for 72 h evidenced increased membrane fluidity. This was measured by the fluorescence polarization parameter, R, using the probes TMA-DPH and DPH for whole cell and isolated membrane fractions, respectively. Compared with whole cells, isolated membranes yielded a 10-20-fold increase in fluorescence intensity. The intramolecular conformational profiles of both ETYA and AA were explored using a combination of molecular mechanics energy minimization and molecular dynamics simulation. While it is possible that not all of the low energy conformational states of either molecule were sampled, the large number of low-energy conformers determined for ETYA correspond to kink deformed conformers relative to the family of AA conformers. These kinks make the molecular cross sections of ETYA larger than AA and arise from the four alkyne bond geometries. This structural finding is consistent with ETYA's greater effect on membrane fluidity. Dissociation between the extent of change in membrane fluidity due to ETYA or AA and inhibition of DNA synthesis can suggest that either (A) increased fluidity and inhibition of DNA synthesis are independent, or as we believe more likely, (B) greater membrane fluidity evoked by ETYA is important for inhibiting DNA synthesis, while changes induced by AA are insufficient or differ qualitatively from those required to initiate and sustain these nonlethal events.